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Introduction 

It is now 25 yews since the initial discovery of CP violation and we are still 
faced with the question of its origin and its ultimate significance: 

• Is it a curiosity? Could it be physics from a much higher mass scale, al 
which we are allowed only a peek - a tiny remnant of new physics beyond 
the Standard Model? 

or 

• Is it a cornerstone? Docs it originate inside the Standard Model? Indeed, 
is it the signal that there arc three or more generations, all quark masses 
unequal, and all weak mixing angles nonzero? Is it then the single statement 
summarizing all of this, and yielding a characteristic pattern of CI* violation 
whirl) is tied to quark flavor? 

These are the basic questions which we seek to answer experimentally, and 
then to delineate the details of whatever is the mechanism of CP violation. To do 
so, wc need to know how CP violation is manifested in the Standard Model. 

CP Violation in the Three Generation Standard Model 

The matrix1 that describes the mixing of three generations of quarks has three 
real angles and one non-trivial phase. Any difference of rtlcs between a given 
process and its CP conjugate process (or of a CP violating amplitude) always has 
the form: 

T - f ot sf »2 93 ct ei cj sinoirw = an ai3 *\z f-ia «w <*n sinen , (1) 

where wc express things first in the original paramntri'/ation of the qiiArk (nixing 
matrix1 and then in the "preferred" paramctris»tion adopted by the Particle Data 
Group,3 using the shorthand that a, = »in0, and c, = rostf,. Our present experi
mental knowledge assures us that the approximation of setting the cosines to unity, 
which we often adopt in the following, induces errors of at most a few percent. In 
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thnt case the combination of angle-dependent factors in Eq. (1), involving the 
invariant measure of CP violation,3 becomes the approximate combination, 

a\ s2 «3 »"\6KM = »\i «2j H3 sin/S13 , (2) 

which WM recognized earlier an characteristic of CP violating effects in the three-
generation standard model.* Eq. (1) shows tic immediately that all three gener
ations of quarks are necessary for CP violalion; in particular, none of the angles 
can he zero, nor can any of the C&bibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (C-K-M) matrix 
elements. 

The Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa factors in Eq. (1) define the "price of CP 
violation" in the Standard Model. This "price" must be paid somewhere. It could 
be paid in a specific process by having many of these factors in both T and f, 
corresponding to a very small branching ratio for that protease Then when we 
form the asymmetry, 

r_r 
Aci' vioUtitm = p a, ' l 3 ) 

the smallness of the denominator results in n large asymmetry. On the other linnd, 
the price could be paid by having few of these, factors in P and f separately (and 
hence in their sum), but only in their difference; the asymmetry i- correspond 
ingly small. There is therefore a very rough correspondence between rarer decays 
and bigger asymmetries. This rule-of-thumb is only that; it can he mitigated or 
exacerbated by other factors: hadronic matrix elements, dependence of one-loop 
amplitudes upon internal quark masses, and the possible presence of C-K-M far-
tors in addition to those demanded by Eq. (1). A prime example of lurk in this 
regard is provided by CP violating effects which depend on 11 - ii mixing, where 
the large top quark mass allows fairly big asymmetries between B and 11 decays 
to occur in modes which are themselves not suppressed in rate by C-K-M factors. 
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The Uniurity Triangle 

In principle, measurement of just the magnitudes of the C-K-M matrix elements 
could l«ll us ahout the phase, 6ja, as well as the "rotation angles'1 0u, 0j3, and 0i3 

in Eq. (I). This is most easily seen for the CAM at hand, where the "rotation 
Angles" are small, by using the unitarity of the matrix as applied to the first and 
third columns to derive that [at have boon net to unity): 

1 • * • ' , - * „ . K i + Vm-lwO. (1) 

This equation is represented graphically in Figure ) in tcnns of a triangle in the 
complex plane, the lengths of whose sides are |V„*J, \sn • V̂ J|, and |Vtf|, *nd' the 
non-trivial phase in different parametrizations ia the indicated interior or exterior 
angle. This triangle appears explicitly in Rcf. 4, and has been commented on by 
many people,* but has been particularly emphasized by Djorlccii.* 

According to an ancient theorem, perfect measurements of the lengths of all 
three sides could determine a non-trivial triangle, thereby completely fixing the 
mixing matrix, including the phase. Alternately, a set of measurement! of the 
lengths rould show that the triangle can not exist, forcing un beyond three gen
erations. As a special case, the triangle could collapse to a line, and wc must go 
beyond the three generation Standard Model for an explanation of CP violation. 
Unfortunately, given our present experimental knowledge and our limited theoret
ical ability to compute liadronk matrix elements, the three sides are not known 
with sufficient accuracy to discriminate between these situations, let alone deter
mine the value of in. Tor now, to get information on the phase we arc forced to 
consider a OP violating quantity and assume it can be understood within the three 
generation Standard Model. 

Note that twice the area of the triangle is: 

.iJiSj.tj sin %jf tz fii>H23<*i% shi A|j . CO 

This is "th" price of ( T violation.1' and readmits that if the triangle degenerate* 
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to a line, then CP is conserved. 

With this tepresentation of the ill-determined parameters of the Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix, it is possible to see more directly the interplay of 
various pieces of experimental information. In Figures 2 to 6 we have placed the 
side an VJ along the horizontal and taken |K*| at its central value2 of 0.046, so 
that one vertex is at the origin and a second vertex is very near the point (0.010, 
0). Constraints on the position of the third vertex follow from8 

* Wmh\ - An upper limit on this quantity forces the third vertex to lie inside a 
circle about the origin. A lower limit, taken here to be |V«i| > 0.04\V^\, is 
implied by data indicating b —• u transitions presented to this conference.9 

* B — B Mixing - The combination of the experimental value of AA//F and 
an upper and lower limit on the hadronic matrix element* forces the third 
vertex to lie outside and inside, respectively, circles drawn with the second 
vertex as an origin. 

* € - Imposing the constraint of obtaining the experimental value of |e( along 
with upper and lower limits on the hadronic matrix element forces the third 
vertex to lie between hyperbolas. 

Figure 2 shows the situation for m r = 60 GeV, where the position of the 
third vertex is quite limited by the solid curves indicating the various constraints. 
The dotted circle represents the lower limit on IV^] from the observation of b -+ 
u transitions. A sample unitarity triangle is indicated by the dashed lines. For still 
tower values of mt. the inner limiting circle due to B — B mixing moves outward 
and eventually becomes incompatible with the other constraints - this is precisely 
how a lower limit of around 50 GeV for mt came about after the observation of 
large Bj - Bj mixing. 

As we move to a top quark mass of 80 GeV in Figure 3, the region permitted 
for the third vertex openB up. Values of mt = 120,160, and 200 GeV in Figures 
4, 5, and 6, respectively, show a progressively longer and lower allowed region, as 
both the upper and lower limits from B — B mixing and from |cj enter the picture. 
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Note in addition that the base of the triangle, SIJV^, is itself only moderately well 
determined: Figures 7 and 8 show what happens for mi = 200 OeV when values 
of 0.036 and 0.056 are used for \VA\ 

The new lower limit we are using for (V^l plays little role, except for the 
heaviest top masses, once the "« constraint" is imposed. Of course, the latter 
assumes that CP violation originates in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix; 
it is very important to ascertain without any such assumption that |V„&| is nonzero, 
and eventually, to pin down its value. 

Of more import for high top masses is the constraint that follows from compar
ing recent experimental data 1 0 , 1 1 on B(K —• / J + / 0 with the value expected from 
unitarity, t\e., K -» 77 -• p"*>~, alone. The average of the two recent experiments 
is B(K -+ ft+p~) m 7.0 ± 0.6 x 10"9, while the anitarity limit is 6.8 ±0.3 x 10~9. 
If it is assumed that the short-distance contribution to the real part of the am-
plitude is not cancelled by long-distance contributions, then one obtains a bound 
on the charm and top quark short*distance contributions to the brandling ratio 
of 2 x 10~ 9 at the 3<r level. White there is no fundamental reason that a can
cellation between the short-distance and long-distance contributions cannot take 
place, any major cancellation would have to be "Accidental." In any case, for large 
top muses this constraint becomes important, and in particular restricts RcV,j. 
After due account of QCD corrections (relevant to the small, but non-ncligihlc, 
and constructively interfering charm contribution), the effect of this constraint'2 is 
shown for mi = 160 and 200 GcV in Figures 5 and 6 by the dashed-doi line. As is 
seen in the Figures the third vertex of the unitarity triangle is forced to the right 
from the resulting upper bound13 on |iteV,j |. 

When viewed from the point of view of the "price of CP violation," i.e., twic« 
the area of the unitarity triangle, it is the altitude times the base that matters. 
This quantity clearly has a large range, especially once wc have allowed mt to vary 
all the way up to 200 GeV. A ballpark figure for s'f^aja* is several times 10~5, 
which means that 933344 is of order 10~3. 
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Status of CP Violation in the Standard Model 

Given this "price of CP violation," we can "naturally" understand why 

(£|es2.28xl<r 3 . (6) 

is so small and CP Mans to come so close to being a symmetry in K decays. When 
all the factors are put in, the size of |e| is roughly governed by that of »zs$a$. This 
is "naturally" of the right size in the technical sense that to have *i«a« of order 
10""' does not require any angle to be fine-tuned to be either especially small or 
especially large. 

This same factor of JIJJJJ pervades all CP violation observable* in the K sys
tem, *o it is then not so surprising that after 25 years the total evidence for CP 
violation in Nature consists of a nonzero value of c, and one statistically signifi
cant measurement14 of a nonzero value of the parameter «*/e = 3.3 ± 1.1 X 10~3, 
representing CP violation in the K -* *v decay amplitude itself. Experiments at 
Fermilab1* and at CERN" are continuing with the aim of reducing the statisti
cal and systematic errors. The value of e* from Ret 14 is consistent1 0 - 1* with 
the three-generation Standard Model. Unfortunately, this is not a very strong 
statement. Other values of e* would be consistent as well because of our lack of 
knowledge both on the experimental and theoretical fronts: 

• The hadronic matrix elements of the penguin operators, upon which the pre
diction of i depends, are fairly uncertain. Definitive results will presumably 
come from lattice QCD calculations which still seem several years away, 

• The predictions depend on the value of 434344, which in turn depends (aside 
from another hadronic matrix element) on mi through imposing the con
straint of obtaining the experimental value of e. Very roughly, as mi goes 
up, the range allowed for .^13*$ goes down, and so does the prediction for t'. 

• Also as mt rises, the contributions from "Z penguin" and "W box" dia
grams begin to be significant. For sufficiently large nif, a recent calculation19 
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contends that most of the usual (strong) penguin contribution to e* can be 
cancelled in this way, 

Experimental and theoretical piogieat over the next few yean should clarify 
these pointi. But even if the situation becomes that the value of e* is in significant 
accord with the three-generation Standard Model, this single number is unlikely to 
be regarded as conclusively establishing that the origin of CP violation lies in the 
Cabibbo-Kobayaahi-Maskawa matrix. We would demand additional evidence: A 
single set of C-K-M angles (including the phase) must be able to fit several different 
processes which exhibit CP violating effects, providing a redundant check on the 
theory. 

There are two main avenues being pursued in order to get this additional 
evidence. One is to look for CP violating effects in the B meson system. Here 
the CP violating asymmetries potentially can be very large - of order 1 0 - 1 or 
more. The second way is to consider other K decays where CP violating effects, 
although very small, may occur with a different weighting (from that in K -*• rx) 
between effects originating in the mast matrix and in the decay amplitude. Possible 
K decays which come to mind include K -* 3*, K -* 77, and K -* inr7,M~*M 

and especially Ki -* zat*t~ and KL *-» r°tw. We take up A* decays in the next 
Section, saving the B system for last. 

CP Violation in Rare K Decays 

The late 1960s and early 1970s marked a peak in experiments on K decays, 
sparked by the discovery of CP violation.23 This effort tailed off as many important 
measurements were completed and new areas of physics opened up in the 1970s at 
electron-positron and hadron machines. 

Then in the late 1970s and early 1980s, both theoretical and experimental 
developments led to a "rebirth" of K physics. On the experimental side, great 
strides were made to create high flux beams, handle high data rates, incorporate 
"smart triggers," improve delectom (especially for photons), and IIR able to analyze 
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enormous data samples. These matched, at least to some degree, the requirements 
in precision and rarity being demanded by the theory for incisive tests of the 
Standard Model. The last Tew years have seen the beginning of a parade of results 
which are the culmination of a decade of work in perfecting and performing the 
needed experiments. Much more is yet to come, and one can see the opportunity 
to make use of the beams and detectors which ar> already in existence, or arc being 
developed, to attack the rare K decays which will give additional insight into CP 
violation. 

On the theoretical side, the establishment of gauge theories for the strong 
and electroweak interactions provided a well-defined basis for calculations. The 
three-generation Standard Model could be used to make predictions of what, by 
definition, was inside, and, by its complement, outside the Standard Model. The 
question of "who ordered the muon* was generalized to "who ordered three gen
erations witti particular values of masses and mixing angles/ and attention was 
directed at interactions which would connect quarks and leptons of different gen
erations, producing flavor-changing neutral currents. It was realized that not only 
did the three-generation model provide an origin for CP violation in the nontrivial 
phase in the quark mixing matrix, but that CP violation should affect Die A'0 

decay amplitude as well as the Ka - A'* mass matrix, resulting in values of t*ft in 
the 1 0 - 3 to 10~a range.24 There were also predictions for short-distance contribu
tions to a number of other rare A' decay amplitudes induced at one-loop, both CP 
conserving and CP violating." 

There has also been an associated experimental development which has impor
tant theoretical consequences: The rise of the top quark. Over the past decade, 
the "typical" or "best" value of the top quark mass used in theoretical papers has 
risen monotonically, somehow always remaining one step, or maybe one and a half 
steps, ahead of the experimental, then-current, lower bound. Values of 15, 25, 3(U 
45, . . . GeV have been used in various papers (some of them mine), and subse
quently fallen by the wayside aa experiments have been able to search at higher 
and higher masses. The present lower limit is around 60 GeV, below which a top 
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quark is said 2 6 to be "unlikely.'1 It seems that limits even higher than this will 
be quoted at high confidence within a month, as the analysis of the present round 
of collider data is completed. An upper limit of around 200 GeV follows from 
analysis of ncutml and charged current data and the measured W and '/, masses 
(i.e., consistency of the p parameter with unity).3 7 

The rise of the top quark mass has important consequences when wc go to 
calculate one-loop contributions. For the penguin diagrams in Figure 9 involving 
a top and charm quark and a virtual photon (the "electromagnetic penguin"); 
the conserved nature of the current demands a factor of f3, the square of the four-
tnomentum carried by the virtual photon, be present in the numerator of the ampli
tude. This CMicek the Ifq2 from the photon propagator! the leading term for small 
(compared to A/&) top mass in the coefficient of the appropriate operator behaves 
as /n(m?/m;i). By contrast, the *Z penguin" or UW box" involve nonconserved 
currents: the factor q* in the numerator is replaced by the square of the quark mass 
in the loop and the propagator by l/(^* + Af|) e* 1/Af| or 1/Jiffy- The corre
sponding coefficient behaves like [(mJ/Ai"^)m(mf/Af^) - {ml/Atfv)ln[mlfMfv)\ 
when the top mass is small. In the days when mf << Mfv, it was completely jus
tified to throw away the Z penguin and W box contributions to such amplitudes in 
comparison to that of the electromagnetic penguin. Not so any more. The various 
graphs give comparable contributions, as wc will sec below in a specific example. 
Moreover, the contributions from the top quark become the dominant ones to var
ious rare A' decays when mf » M^v. In the three-generation Standard Model, 
as ni| rises farther and farther above M\\, more and more of one-loop K physics 
is top physics and we are in the interesting situation where those working at the 
highest energy Itadron colliders are pursuing another Aspect of the same physics a.s 
those working on the rarest of K decays at low energies. 

Let us illustrate a number of the above remarks by looking in more detail at one 
particular rare A' decay in which it is possible to observe CP violation and which 
has emerged as the object of concentrated theoretical and experimental study: 
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K(. -> *ae+e~ . 

If we define K\ and A'2 to be the even and odd CP dgcustales, respectively, 
of the neutral A' system, then A'j, -• K 1 ^ c " has three contributions: 

(1) Through a two-photon intermediate state: 

A'a - n r ° 77 - * » °e + e~ . 

This is higher order in a, but is CP conserving. With two real photons there arc 
two possible Lorentz invariant amplitudes for Ki ~* *" 77. One is the coefficient or 
F$ F$, which corresponds to the two photons being in a state with total angular 
momentum zero. Consequently, it picks up a factor of m« when contracted with 
the QED amplitude for 77 —» e + e~, as the interactions are all dtirality conserving, 
and its contribution to ttie Ki -* r°e+e.~ decay rate is totally negligible,28 The 
other invariant amplitude is the coefficient of a tensor which contains two more 
powcis of momentum and one might hope for its contribution to be suppressed 
by angular momentum barrier factors. In clriral perturbation theory, an order 
of magnitude estimate 3 9 for the resulting branching ratio of A'j -* JT° e+c~ is 
IO" 1 4 . However, a vector dominance, pole model predicts3 0 a much bigger result: 
a branching ratio of order I0" 1 1 , roughly at the level as that arising from the CP 
violating amplitudes (see below). The experimental upper limit on the branching 
ratio for Hi -» ir°yf has very recently been considerably improved,31 and now is 
only a few times larger than some of the predictions. 3 0 , 2 9 In the future we might 
have not only a measurement of the branching ratio, but a DaliU plot distribution 
which could help distinguish between models. The final answer for this contribution 
remains to be seen both theoretically and experimentally. 

(2) Through the small (proportional to t) part of the A'i which is A'I due to 
CP violation in the mass matrix: 

A'i * A'2 + e A', 
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AT] -» w° 7 t ( ; r l „j -» 7r°c+e" . 

We call tins "indirect" CP violation and may calculate its contribution to Die decay 
rale on<t wc know the width for the CP conserving process K\ —» *°e + c~. Eventu
ally, there will presumably he an experimental measurement of \\h's -» x°e + e~), 
which will take all the present theoretical model dependence away. Fbr now, equal
ing this width to the measured one for A' 4 —» » + e + e ~ gives the estimate: 

fl(A't-*°e+Oi-di,«i=0.&8x)Q-u . (7) 

(3) Through the large part of the Ki, t.c, K2t due to CP violation in the 
decay amplitude: 

A O . 0 + — 
2-** Ivittnl - » T C C . 

Wc call this "direct* CP violation, and the amplitude for it arises from the diagrams 
shown in Figure 9. For values of THJ << Afif, it is the "electromagnetic penguin11 

that gives the dominant short-distance contribution to the amplitude, which U 
summarised in the Wilson coefficient, CtVt of the appropriate operator, 

Values of mt ~ hf\v allow the *Z penguin" and "W box" contributions to be
come comparable to that of the "electromagnetic penguin," and bring in another 
operator, 

QTA - o { j ^ d ~7!i)rf)(c7"7sc) . 

The QCD corrections are substantial for the "electromagnetic penguin" contri
bution and havchrcn redone for I lie case 3 2 , 3 3 when mt «- M\y. In contrast, the top 
quark contributions from the *'/. penguin" and "IV box" live up at the weak scale 
and get only small QCI) corrections. Still, the coefficient CVi* comes largely from 
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the "electromagnetic penguin," even after its reduction from QCD corrections. On 
tV-- other hand, the "electromagnetic penguin" cannot contribute to C74, and here 
it is the UZ penguin* which gives the dominant contribution. The overall decay 
rate due to the "direct11 CP violating amplitude can be obtained by relating the 
hadronic matrix elements of the operators Qty and Q7J\ to that which occurs in 
A'«3 decay. Then we find that 

B{KL ^ »°e +«-J*«d « 1 x l t r 8 (azs336)2 [[Crf + \C1A\2\. (8) 

The last factor, shown in Figure 10, ranges32 between about 0.1 and 1,0. As S2&3&$ 
is typically of order 10~3, the corresponding branching ratio induced by this am
plitude alone for Ki - • *°e+e~ is around 10~". Note that when m, Jt 150 GcV, 
the contribution from CTA overtakes that from Crv, *nd it is the UZ penguin" and 
UW box," coming from the top quark with small QCD corrections, which dominate 
the decay rate. 

Thus it appears at this point that the three contributions from (1) CP conserv
ing! (2) "indirect" CP violating, and (3) "direct" CP violating amplitudes could 
all be comparable. The weighting of the different pieces in Ki -* **e+e~ is en
tirely different from that in K -» ffff. The present experimental upper limit,3*'35 is 
4 X 10~8, with prospects of getting to the Standard Model level of around 10"'' in 
the next several years. Hopefully, the CP conserving and "indirect11 CP violating 
amplitudes will be pinned down much better by then, permitting an experimen
tal measurement of this decay to be interpreted in terms of the magnitude of the 
"direct" CP violating amplitude. 

CP Violation in B Decay 

The possibilities for observation of CP violation in B decays are much richer 
than for the neutral K system. The situation is even reversed, in that for the B 
system the »'Miety and size of CP violating asymmetries in decay amplitudes far 
overshadows that in the mass matrix.36 
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* To start with the familiar, however, consider the phenomenon of OP violation 
in the mass matrix of the neutral D system. 

Here, in analogy with the neutral K system, one defines a parameter eg. It is 
related to p and q, the coefficients of the fl** and B°, respectively, in the combina
tion which is a mass matrix eigenstate by 

q _ 1 - f B 

The charge asymmetry in B°B0 ~* <*<!* + X is given by3 T 

a{B*fr -> Pi* + X) - *{B9&> -» H - + X) _ |p/c| a - fr/pf 
oiB'B* -»e+e+ + x) + <T{B*B° -» t - t - + X) |p/vf + \qb\2 

(9) 

(10) 

i + iiri2/A/,2|2 

where we define < B ° | # | # 0 >= A/13 - \Y\i, The quantity IA/12I is measured 
in B — B mixing to be comparable in magnitude to the total width, while T|2 
gets contributions only from channels which are common to both B° and B", i.e., 
K-M suppressed decay modes. This causes the charge asymmetry for dilcptons 
most likely to be in the ballpark of a few times I0~ 3, and at best 10"4. For the 
foreseeable future, it is inaccessible experimentally. 

• Now we turn to where the excitement is: CP violation in decay amplitudes. 

In principle, this can occur whenever there is more than one patht with different 
C-K-M factors, to a common final state. For example, let UB consider the all-time 
favorite and paradigm: decay of a neutral B to a CP cigcnslale, f, such as tyli\ or 
D*D~. Since there is substantial B° — B" mixing, one can consider two decay 
chains of an initial B° meson: 

/ • 

The second path differs in its phase berause of B° -* B° mixing, and because 
the decay of a B involves the complex conjugate of the K-M factors involved in 
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B decay. The strong interactions* being CP invariant, give the same phases for 
the two paths. The amplitudes for these decay chains can interfere and generate 
non-zero asymmetries between r(B°(t) -» / ) and T(B*(l) -* / ) . Specifically, 

T(B°(t) -*f)<~ t~u ( l -sin[Am t]Im(Zp) ) (J la) 

and 

r(B°(!) - • / ) ~ «"" {1 + sin[Am t]Fm(£p) J . (116) 

Here we have neglected any lifetime difference between the mass matrix eigenstates 
(thought to be very small), set Am = mj — nt2, the difference of the ctgenstate 
masses, and p = A(B -»f)/A(B -» / ) , the ratio of the amplitudes, and then used 
the fact that \p\ = 1 when / is a CP eigrnstate in writing Eqs. (11). From this we 
can form the asymmetry: 

Ac? Vi^io. = r |g} + r [ | } = M*™ t)Imfy) . (12) 

Moreover, in the particular case of decay to a CP eigenstate with one combination 
of K-M factors contributing to the decay amplitude, the quantity 

/m ft")='-H 
is given entirely by the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix and is independent 
of badronic amplitudes, which cancel out in the ratio, p . Remarkably, the angles 
* turn out to be nothing but those of the unitarity triangle, as shown in Figure 
11, where the angles are labelled by examples of the neutral B decays to CP eigen
states whose asymmetries they govern.38 Figure 12 skows the potential size of the 
time dependent differences39 between B* and B4 decaying40 to the same (CP self-
conjugate) final state, V A'J. The likely situation for B, mixing is shown41 in Figure 
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13c. The oscillations arc so rapid that even with a very favorable difference in the 
time dependence for an initial B, versus an initial Bt> the time-integrated asym
metry is quite small. Measurement of the time dependence becomes a necessity for 
CP violation studies in this case. 

Wc can also form asymmetries where the final stale / is not a CP eigenstate. 
Examples are Bt -* Dx compared to Bj -* 0w; Bg -* D* compared to fij -> D*\ 
or B, -* D}K~ compared to B, -* D^K*. There is a decided disadvantage here 
in theoretical interpretation, in that the quantity ' m ( £ p ) « now dependent on 
Itadron dynamics. 

In all the above cases, to measure an asymmetry one must know if one starts 
with an initial B° or i?°, i,c, one must "tag." This is one of the main difficulties 
experimentally, as the tagging efficiency is generally fairly low.3 1 

A second path to the same final atate could arise in several other ways besides 
through mixing. For example, one could have two cascade decays that end up with 
the same final state, such as: 

B~ -+ D0K~ -» K > ° / T 

and 

Another possibility is to have spectator and annihilation graphs contribute to 
the same process.42 Stilt another is to have spectator and "penguin" diagrams 
interfere,49 These routes to obtaining a CP violating asymmetry have the advan
tage that they do not require one to know whether one started with a B or fi, i.e., 
they do not require "tagging." These decay modes are in fact "self-tagging" in 
that the properties of the decay products (through their electric charges or flavors) 
themselves fix the nature of the parent B or B. Their disadvantage, which is theo
retical, is that they generally bring poorly known hadronic matrix elements into the 
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interpretation of an asymmetry, and so the association with specific combinations 

of K-M angle* is net clean. 

Conclusion 

In s. sense, after 25 years we ate still at the beginning of the study of CI* viola
tion; most CP violating phenomena have yet to be explored, even those prcdiclwi 
by the Standard Model. The main thrusts in high energy physics are: 

* K Decays: A strong effort is already underway at BNL, CERN, Fermilab, 
and KEK to pursue rare K decays. It includes measurements of e*/t and CP 
violating effects in Ki -* *°e+e~ and other K decays. With a number of 
groups proposing to get to sensitivity levels corresponding to the Standard 
Model, we are almost guaranteed interesting results over the next few years. 

» B Decays: We have seen that there we many manifestations of CP violation 
to lo>k at in the B system. It appears that one needs of order 107 £Ts to 
begin to see the large asymmetries that are predicted by the Standard Model 
in some channels, but I would be the last to tell someone not to look Tor such 
effects if they had, say, 106 BY Any nonzero asymmetry is important, and 
part of the signature of the Standard Model is the flavor dependence of the 
effects, with generally much larger CP violating asymmetries characteristic 
of £'a than of ICa. We want to know if this pattern is correct. Ultimately, 
CP violation in the B system is ihe. way to measure the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Masltawa angles in a redundant way. However, unlike the situation in K de
cays, we do not have the likelihood of significant results in the next few 
yearc The prospects are longer term, but it seems clear what we must do: 
Learn how to detect fl's that are produced at hadron machines, and 
build electron-positrou B factories. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1) Representation in the complex plane of the triangle formed by the K*M 
matrix dements V£ ( * a -1£, and Vn. 

2) Constraints on the "unitarity triangle'' for mi = 60 GeV and | i y = 0.046 . 

3} Ck>nstramU on the •iimtaxitytriaagle" form, = 80 GeV and ^ 1 = 0.046. 

4) Constraints on the "unitarity triangle" for mi - 120 GeV and |lfc| = 0.046 . 

5) Constraints on the 'unitarity triangle" for m * 1<W GeV and |V d | = 0.046. 

6) Constraints on the "unitarity triangle" for m* = 200 GeV and |Vy = 0.046 . 

7) Constraints on the "tuutarity triangle* for m, = 200 GeV and |lfc| a 0.036. 
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8) Constraints on the "uniUrity triangle" for m, = 200 GcV and ]V̂ *1 = 0.056. 

9) One-loop diagrams giving short distance contributions to K decays, and in 
particular, to the process K -* irt*l~: (a) the "electromagnetic penguin;" 
(b) the aZ penguin;* (c) the «W box," 

10) The quantity jCVvP + I ^MI ' I which enters the branching ratio for the CP 
violating decay Zfj, -» x°e +e~, as a function of w»i for AQCD — 150 MeV, 
from Rcf. 32 . 

11) The angles *, where |sin29| is the magnitude of the asymmetry for Bg -* 
•fife,, B, -* pK,, and B4 -* *r+)r~t associated with the angles of the "uni-
tarity triangle." 

12) The time dependence for the process B4 -» $K% (dashed curve) in compari
son to that for B4 -*• fpKf (solid curve) for Am/F = ir/4, a value consistent 
with that measured experimentally. 

13) The time dependence for tbe process B, ~* pKf (solid curve) in comparison 
to that for B, -* pKt (dashed curve) for values of (a) A m / r = 1, (b) 
A m / r = S, and (c) A m / r = 19, from Ref. 41. 
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